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~ Defendant folly Testifies I As Strike Trial Continues 
Nixon Searching for New Justice 
1 To Replace Black On High Court 
Compiled From Lobo Sources 
Commander of the New Mexico 
National-Quard Maj. Gen. John P. 
Jolly testified Monday that his 
men would never use force on an 
unresisting person. 
Jolly saj,d only necessary force 
is to be used to accomplish a 
mission. 
One of five defendants in the 
trial stemming from bayonetings 
during the May, 1970 stri~e at 
UNM, Jolly was the first wttness 
for the defense. 
He said the guard is required to 
use Army training methods for 
riot control. 
Army training manuals · and 
fih:ns are used in riot control 
training, he said, 
"These things become 
automatic. We don't have to 
repeat orders. These things 
become part of training," Jolly 
testified. 
'Defensive Force' 
"We authorized the use of 
bayonets but not as. a deadly 
force, but as defensive force, a 
show of force, not with the intent 
of causing serious bodily harm," 
he told defense attorney Norman 
S. Thayer. 
Jolly also said Brig. Gen. Don 
Doane, another defendant, was 
not in the chain of command. 
Doane testified earlier, that he 
had not been ordered to UNM on 
the day of the strike. 
Maj. Alfred Fanning Jr., 
training officer for the Third 
Battallion, testified that a "mock 
civil disturbance'' was staged at 
thP. New Mexico State 
Fairgrounds $n October, 1970 to 
test the guardsmen's ability to 
handle a civil disturbance. 
Mock'Riot 
"We had one battery dressed in 
wild clothes and they had things 
like paper bags filled with water 
and cudgels and were throwing 
things," Fanning said. 
Two other witnesses testified 
that if a guardsman bayoneted 
any unresisting person, he would. 
be in direct violation of his 
training. 
Another witness, Lt. Col. 
Harold L. Reeves Jr. said the men 
were trained in the legal aspects of 
riot control by Gallup District 
(please turn to page 3) 
NEW 
MEXICO 
W ASHlNGTON (UPI)- The 
White ·no\lse said Monday that 
President Nixon is looking for a 
atrict constructionist but not 
.necessarily a person with judicial 
experience to replace . Associate 
Justice Hugo · L. Black on the 
Sut»=eme CQ\lrt. · 
Press Secretary Ronald L. 
Ziegler said Nixon has not 
narrowed the list of possible 
nominees and the list could grow 
to 10 or 12. 
Black, 85 and in Bethesda 
Naval Hospital, announced his 
retirement Friday, giving Nixon 
the opportunity to appoint a third 
justice to the court. 
Retiring? 
Justices John M. Harlan, 72, is 
in George Washington University 
Hospital for a back ailment. 
Justice William 0. Douglas, 72, 
has worn an electric pacemaker 
for his heart for several years. And 
Justice Thurgood Marshall, '63, 
was hospitalized for a month last 
year with lingering pneumonia. 
Ziegler~~flid Nixon wanted to 
"move aS quickly as possible" in 
makingt, 11n appointment. The 
court re~onvenes two weeks from 
Monday. 
"The President has "stated his 
views on judicial philosophy," 
Ziegler said. HHe favors strict 
construction cl the constitution, I 
think he will look for someone 
who shares that philosophy." 
Not Just Lawyers 
Ziegler was asked if Nixon 
would continue to appoint 
justices with previuos judicial 
experience, something he 
indicated early in his 
administration that he would do. 
"There are many qualified 
people in the United States," 
Ziegler replied. He said Nixon 
would consider judges along with 
''students of the constitution, 
professors" and others. 
''The National Women's. 
Political Caucus urged Nixon 
earlier to appoint a woman. Some 
members appeared to be pushing 
for the nomination of Rita 
Hauser, of New York, Nixon's 
delegate to the United Nation's 
Human Rights Commission. 
Best 'Man' 
In a} telegram to Nixon, the 
caucus took issue with Ziegler's 
earlier statement that the 
President would look for the vest 
qualified "man.'' 
Senate Republican Leader 
Hugh Scott said it was a good idea 
to consult the American Bar 
Association which the White 
House reiterated Nixon would do, 
but added "it is ba.d for them to 
havea veto. 
"They tend to recommend too 
many people with whom they've 
had lunch, or if they belong to the 
same. club .. or if they have be~n 
together in the courtroom 
frequently," said Scott. 
Possibiliti~s 
Contenders are believed to 
include: Charles S. Rhyne, former 
president of the ABA and a 
classmate of Nixon at Duke 
University Law School; Rep. 
Richard H. Poff, 47 (R·Va.); 
Lewis F. Powell Jr., Richmond, 
Va., attQmey and a former ABA 
president; Walter E .. Hoffman, 
U.S. District Court judge from 
Norfolk, Va.; and George C. 
Young, U.S. District Court judge 
from Orlando, Fla. 
Attica Prisoners Stage Hunger Strike 
'Troublemakers,' Leaders of Revolt Protest Segregation 
ATTICA, N.Y. (UPI)- 48 of 
60 convicts segregated as 
"troublemakers" and leaders of 
the five-day rebellion at Attica 
State prison have gone on a partial 
hunger strike to protest "inhuman 
conditions" at the facility, 
lawyers said Monday. 
The attorneys, who said they 
represented the inmates involved, 
said the prisoners - mostly Black 
Muslims - were refusing to eat all 
mea6 wnicn contained pork or 
pork products. 
"This involves a large number 
of their meals," said Daniel 
Alterman of the National Lawyers 
Guild in New York City. "They 
are only served twice a day and at 
least one of those meals contains 
pork." 
'Not True' 
A spokesman at Attica prison 
told UPI that "very few meals are 
served with pork. 
.. This is ridiculous,,. he said. 
"There just aren't that many 
meals served with pork. Our 
kitchen man is out right now or 
I'd tell you how often." 
The lawyers - who were 
permitted to visit the convicts 
while relatives once again were 
kept outside the correctional 
facility- refused to name any of 
the inmates "because we fear for 
the lives of our clients." 
-· 
60 prisoners have been 
segregated by officials 
investigating the riot, the lawyers 
said. The inmates were separated \ ~· • "" 
because they were either 
identified as leaders of the 
rebellion or had been 
"troublemakers'' in the aftermath, 
they added. 
In other developments: 
Early Deaths 
-A medical examiner said three 
convicts apparently bad bee11 
killed before authorities retook 
the prison a week ago Monday. 
Authorities had said 30 inmates 
and nine hostages had died in the 
assault, in addition to a prison 
guard who died. of injuries 
suffered when the riot broke out 
Sept. 9. 
-Three large office buildings in 
Albany, including nne housing the 
State Correctional Services 
Department offices were 
evacuated because of bomb 
threats. A bomb exploded in a 
men's room Friday night ne!lr the 
Tuesday, September 21, 1971 
..,,, 
Attica Rally 
correction offices but no one was 
·hurt. . 
Hara&Sment 
-The New York 'Post quoted a 
spokesman for the lawyers as 
charging that prisoners had been 
harassed and threatened by guards 
N.Y., said she wanted to visit her 
son Thomas Foreman, 37, who 
was serving a 15·to·30 year 
sentence for robbery and 
reportedly was in the prison 
infirmary. Thomas Irons of 
Cleveland sa1d he wanted to find 
out information on his brother 
Clarence, who lived in Rochester, 
N.Y. before being sentenced to 
prison. 
Throats Cut 
Michael Baden, deputy medical 
examiner for New York City, said 
autopsies showed three convicts 
had died of multiple stab wounds 
at least several hours before tlte 
bloody. assault a week ago 
Monday. All three were white, he 
said. 
•'Their throats were severely 
cut and they had many stab 
wounds," Baden told lJPI. 
Baden also explained how 
erroneous reports may have 
• 1 started about the hostages' throats 
being slashed by the rebel inmates 
~--
The Campus Organizing Committee sponsored a rally on the Mall 
at noon Monday, protesting the Attica State Prison deaths and the 
penal system in New Mexico. The committee wiD bold a meeting, 
calling for "positive action •• Sept. 21 at 7:30 p.m. in Room 253 in 
the Union. 
and their personal effects had 
been seized, scattered or 
destroyed since . the five·day 
disturbance was quelled. 
Two persons identifying 
themselves as relatives of convicts 
were refused admittance by 
guards at Attica's main gate. A 
guard said Supt. Vincent R. 
Mancusi issued a "no visitors11 
order Sept. 9 whert the. rioting 
broke out and the order had not 
been rescinded. 
Ms. Daisy 'Purvis of Brooklyn, 
when authorities stormed the 
prison. "To the casuru, untrained 
observer there could have been 
honest differences," he said. 
Misleading 
Pictures of the hostages taken 
soon after they died showed their 
white cloth blindfolds had been 
pushed down arounc1 their throats 
and some of the bhndfolds were 
bloodstained, the pathologist said. 
The bloodstains apparently 
came frorn gunshot wounds, but 
the blood may have led Jome 
officials to believe the blindfolds 
covered throat wounds, Baden 
explained. Initial indications were 
that all of the hostages were shot 
from a distance; he said. 
Gunshot Wounds 
Victims were hit in various 
parts of their bodies, he went on, 
including the back, and some had 
been shgt more than once. Asked 
about reports of "dum dum"' 
bullets, Baden said the 
ammunition used appeared to 
have been buckshot and .270 
calibre ammunition, not of an 
Wlusual type. 
A speciaJ citizens' ''truth 
seeking" commission will meet 
Tuesday in New York. Five state 
judges have formed the panel at• 
the request of Gov. Nelson A. 
Rockefeller, who asked that the 
grcmp gather facts on the riot but 
make no recommendations. 
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editorial 
High Court Choic.e 
President Nixon may have the l'are advantage of having his 
philosophies live beyond his term of office. With his 
opportunity to select a third Supreme Court Justice Nixon 
may be able to create a court that will espouse pragmatic 
conservative politics for some years to come. 
However, one hopes the President will not see this as 
merely an opportunity to garner a few preci'ous political 
points for the election battle to be wqn in 1972. It would be 
easy . to choose someone that would please one powerful 
faction of the electorate, and displease another less powerful 
group. 
Nixon's statement that he might choose someone without 
judicial experience is dangerously open to charges of allowing 
political factors to be the major ones in the recommendation 
of the new Supreme Court Justice. Although judicial 
experience is not the sole criteria for excellence on the high 
court, such broad hints of totally dispensing with that criteria 
smack of political opportunism. 
McCloskey Voting Record Belies Image 
By DAVID MUNDSTOCK 
Alte~:native Features Services 
In a Sept. 10 meeting with 
students on the University of 
CaliCornia campus at Berkeley, 
Congressman Pete McCloskey was 
asked, "Why do you support the 
draft?" "It's a small price to pay," 
McCloskey remarked, "for the 
privilege of being an American." 
BERKELEY, Cal.- Here's the 
man who offers a Republican 
alternative to Ricahrd Nixon: 
News 
Analysis 
Congressman Paul (Pete) 
McCloskey, the maverick, the 
liberal anti·war activist. 
The only problem is, he doesn't 
exist. 
A representative from 
CAlifornia's wealthy San Mateo 
County, McCloskey is the 
prototype of a new kind of 
politician- the media 
progressive- a legislator whose 
public image bears little 
resemblance to his record. 
Stumping from campus to 
campus in search of the "youth 
vote," McCloskey is building a 
crusade around his new·f'ound 
abhorrence for the U.S. role in 
Indochina- and the media laps it 
up. Meanwhile, McCloskey's 
voting record in three and 
one-half years on Capitol Hill is 
lost in the shuffle. 
Dove Image 
McCloskey presents hirnself as a 
dove, while he has repeatedly 
opposed efforts to cut military 
spending. He calls ior an 
alternative to the Nixon 
Administration, but has been 
among the staun:cltest supporters 
of the President's domestic 
policies, His record in civil 
liberties, social programs, and 
even in the realm of foreign 
policy-"· supposedly his strong 
poin"t ~- clashes resoundingly with 
his progressive image. 
Voting Record 
Here is a summary of my 
research on McCloskey's voting 
record in the House of 
Uepresentativl's from Ntrly 196$ 
thruurth July, 1971. Most of my 
data cotnes from "Congtl'ssional 
Quarterly". Procc•dural votes and 
otht>r pos:>ibly mislNtding 
indicators have been dt•liberately 
t•x<'ludc•d from my tallies. 
Pagc2 
Military Spending 
On June 16 of this year, 
McCloskey voted against an effort 
to eliminate $370 million 
budgeted for the new B·1 
long·range bomber. On the same 
day ,a pair of motions to reduce 
the fiscal 1972 military research 
and development budget also met 
with McCloskey's opposition. 
-When on July 29, 1968 an 
attempt was made to block a 
military construction bill that 
included $200 million for the 
an ti·ballistic missile (ABM), 
McCloskey voted with the bill's 
supporters. (McCloskey maintains 
he opposes the ABM.) 
-In the last three years, 
Congressman McCloskey has 
voted in favor of 10 key military 
appropriations bills, joining the 
Congress in approving 
approximately $300 billion worth 
of spending, 
-Late in 1969, McCloskey 
supported an appropriation of 
$54.5 million to provide Chiang 
Kai-Shek with a squadron of F4-D 
jet fight!!rs. 143 Congressmen 
voted against this expenditure, 
But not McCloskey. 
Civil Liberties 
-In 1968 the U.S. Senate 
added amendments to the House's 
Omnibus Crime Bill, allowing 
extensive police wiretapping and 
bugging authority and seeking to 
overturn several Supreme Court 
decisions which guarantee the 
Constitutional rights of criminal 
defendants. 
When the bill was returned to 
th(l House, even Presidel:tt 
Johnson opposed the Senate 
amendments, yet McCloskey 
voted twice to support the Senate 
version. Although the measure 
was strongly attacked as an assault 
upon American civil liberties, 
McCloskey voted in favor of final 
passage, 
-He also voted in favor of the 
D.C. Crime Bill of 1970 which 
contained provisions for 
preventive detention, "no-knock," 
and wiretapping. In addition, 
McCloskey backed a measure to 
dllny Federal aid to students who 
participate in campus 
demonstrations, and twice voted 
in favor of bills limiting the right 
to demonstrate in Washington, 
D.C. 
-In 1970 the House Internal 
Security Committee cited Arnold 
S. Johnson for contempt of 
GongrPSS because or his refusal to 
testify before hearings 
investigating the New 
Mobilization CotnmitteC> to End 
the War in Vietnam ("New 
Mobt•.") Cong1·essman Edward 
Koch of New Y orlt argued that. 
tile eontempt citation "is 
intimidating and chilling dissent 
by saying that tlw Congress is 
going to investigate peace groups 
opposing our continued 
involvement in Indochina. This is 
Drobably the first of many such 
investigations and that is what I 
fear." While 13 anti·war 
Congressmen joined Koch in 
opposing the contempt citation, 
McCloskey supported it. 
-Although the Women's Rights 
Amendment passed the House by 
a vote of 352 to 15, McCloskey's 
was among the "No's." 
-congressman McCloskey has 
consistently voted in favor of 
appropriations for investigative 
work by the House Internal 
Security Committee (formerly 
HU AC, the "Un·American 
Activities" Committee.) For many 
years the abolition of HUAC has 
been a major goal of civil 
libertarians, but McCloskey has 
unfailingly supported committee 
funding. Most recently (last April 
29) he voted for an appropriation 
of $570,000. 
Social Programs 
-McCloskey has voted to limit 
expenditures for aid to education 
and food stamps. He supported a 
bill to compel food stamp 
recipients to take jobs paying 
$1.30 an hour, 30 cents under the 
minimum.;1age, and also backed a 
proposal to restrict the rights of 
students and striking workers to 
receive food stamps. 
-When Nixon vetoed a bill to 
provide Federal grants for hospital 
construction and the 
modernization of health facilities, 
McCloskey fell into line with the 
President and voted to sustain the 
veto even though he had originally 
supported the grants. 
-McCloskey also voted to 
sustain the President's veto of the 
$20 billion HEW bill for health 
and education programs and 
backed a veto of housing and 
urban development funds (1970). 
-Perhaps the contrasting 
priorities McCloskey assigns to 
military and domestic programs 
are best illustrated by· his vote on 
an amendment to a 1968 
appropriations bill. The 
amendment provided special 
continuing appropriations for the 
Defense Department but not for 
the Departments or Labor or 
HEW. 
Foreign Policy 
-After President Nixon's 
famous speech of Nov. 3, 1969 
(proclaiming that the "silent 
majority" stood behind him), 
McCloskey co·sponsored a House 
r~stll u tio n supporting Nixon's 
Vietnam policy. When a 
n•solution endorsing Nixon's war 
policy cam!.' to a voh• in the 
House on DPc. 2, 19G9, 
McCloskey backC>d the !'resident. 
-Recently the Congressman 
claims to have changed his mind. 
Yet when a resolution was 
presented to ,Congress supporting 
the Nov. 21, 1970 military 
commando raid upon North 
Vietnam that attacked an empty 
compound in a futile effort to 
rescue POW's, McCloskey again 
took Nilmn's side, supporting the 
resolution, 
-McCloskey is also asupporter 
of the draft, having voted against 
its repeal last Match 31 and in 
favor of a two-year extension on 
April 1. 99 Congressmen voted 
against the draft, but not 
McCloskey. 
"Congressi on;tl Quarterly'' 
calculates each Congressman's 
agreement with the "Conservative 
Coalition", an alliance of 
Republicans and Southern 
Democrats which has been the 
traditional obstacle to progressive 
legislation in Congress. In 1970, 
McCloskey cast 43 per cent of his 
votes in support of their position, 
39 per cent in opposition (he was 
absent for other votes.) 
McCloskey's favorable 
campaign publicity is a tribute to 
the power of press agents and the 
media to create a progressive 
image that cannot be supported 
by the facts. How far McCloskey's 
media image can take him is 
anybody';; guess, but sooner or 
later his record is bound to c~tch 
up with him. 
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Davis Seeks Trial Move W'#~&m~mii'i~~~~~~-~~amfx:~z::r~$w.;:f~~tM~e;;;r~~rM.Jk1«.1:rJt.r~w~};.~ 'f~ ?:?J UNM Professor Correlates 
Crime Control With Effects ~I SAN RAFAEL, Calif. (UPI)-
Angela Davis asked Monday that 
her murder trial be moved across 
the bay to San Francisco - "The · 
only county in which she has 
some chance, albeit slight, of 
receiving a fair trial," 
The lawy!lrs for the black 
militant· filed the motion for a 
change of venue on the last day 
· for new motions in her murder, 
kidnaping and conspiracy case, 
Superior Court Judge Richard 
E. Arnason postponed Miss Davis' 
trial, scheduled to start next 
Monday, and set that day for 
deciding when formal arguments 
will be heard on the motion. 
Murder/Kidnap 
Miss Davis, 27, an avowed 
communist and former UCLA 
philosophy instructor, is accused 
of providing the guns and helping 
plan an Aug, 7, 1970, escape and 
kidnaping attempt at Marin Civic 
Center which left four persons 
dead, including a judge. 
In their motion for transfer of 
the trial 20 miles south across the 
Golden Gate Bridge to San 
Francisco, her attorneys cited a 
public opinion survey taken for 
them by a University of California 
professor. 
They said it showed a fair and 
impartial trial could not be held in 
Marin County because its 
residents "feel doubly abused-
having witnessed the debacle pf 
Aug. 7 in their own civic center 
and now bein.g required to be!!! 
the costs of the tdal," 
Bias 
The 1 a wyers argued it was 
inconceivable that 12 lay persons 
from the county could be found 
as impartial jurors when the 
· district attorney and all Marin 
Superior Court judges declined to 
handle the case because of 
personal involvement. 
"Miss Davis believes that it will 
be impossible for her to receive a 
fair trial in California because of 
the racist nature of the state and 
American society," the motion 
said. 
However, she realizes a trial is 
likely to take place and that San 
Francisco "is the only county in 
whch she has some chance, albeit 
slight, of receiving a fair trial. 
Survey 
Prof. Jeffery M. Paige's public 
opinion survey of six northern 
California counties showed San 
Mateo, Santa Ciara and 
Sacramento county residnets were 
equally or more prejudiced than 
Marin residents "against blacks, 
black militants, communists and 
Miss Davis," the attorneys argued, 
The pollster said Alameda 
County - including Oakland-
Berkeley area- had the second 
most favorable attitude. He said 
San Francisco showed the largest 
proportion of persons who had no 
strong feelings for or against Miss 
Davis, 
Prosecutor Albert W. Harris Jr., 
a deputy state attorney general, 
declined to comment on whether 
he would oppose the switch to 
San Francisco. 
No Delay 
Judge Amason· said previously 
he woulq not consider delaying 
the trial until the defense 
presented its last pretrial 
motions - and set Monday as a 
deadline for them. 
He did not set a new trial date, 
but ordered attorneys to return 
next Monday at which time he 
will schedule a date for arguments 
on the change of venue motion. 
That postponed the trial. 
Arnason earlier told defense 
attorneys he would not rule on 
formal r~quests for a delay until 
after all pretrial matters, including 
the change of venue, are cleare4"1 
up. 
It may be small consolation at 
the time, but if police come 
knocking at your door at dawn to 
inquire about your smoking 
habits, they may be indirectly 
contributing to a rise in other 
felonies. 
A study recently completed by 
Albert M. Church, assistant 
professor of economics at UNM 
produced mathematical models 
which correlate certain crime 
control measures with their 
effects on all types of felonies. 
With an increase in drug abuse 
arrests, there was no decrease in 
other major crimes as some 
authorities would contend. There 
was, in fact, an increase, 
"This is due, at least in part, to 
misallocation of the resources 
available to the police," said 
Church. · 
Chuteh sites other "crime 
control variables" which affect 
crime rates. Probability of arrest, 
expected jail sentences, and 
increased juvenile arrests were all 
shown to be effective. 
M? 
t:H 
%:1 ~·~ 
California Bureau of Criminal 
Statistics for 58 collnties, Church 
estimated the total cost to society 
of each category of felony and 
compared the flStimate with 
prevention and p~1nishment costs. 
Assuming that allocating more 
resources toward one particular 
crime will result in a decrease, 
optimum conditions wilf exist 
when the dollar cost of. 
enforcement. roughly equals. dollar 
cost to society. 
Costs 
Other economic considerations 
introduced into· the study were 
the effects of increased 
employmenl., levels of per capita 
income, and the cost of prison 
sentences versus probation. 
The value of probation is one 
of the most stronglt supported 
conclusions of the study, the 
statistics show. Its use not only 
dissuades individuals from 
continuing criminal activity, but 
.~!so acts a" a subsidy for 
legitimate activity. 
The study was presented at the 
annual conference of the Western 
Economic Association on" August 
31 at Vancouver, B.C. 
Saigon Dorm Occupied By.Police 
"The study could provide 
useful information in creating 
optimum conditions for 
minimizing the cost of crime," 
said the professor. 
Using 1960-67 data from the 
Church re.:eived his Ph.D. in 
1970 from Claremont Graduate 
School before coming to UNM. 
Glowing Cloud to Assist Study 
Of Magnetic and Electric Fields 
SAIGON (UPI)- Hundreds of p 1 a n s f o r b i g , n e w were crushed on our borders," he 
tough South Vietnamese combat anti-government demonstrations. said. "I do believe that in a few 
police occupied a university Vietnamese sources said the more years the war will be on the 
student housing complex Monday demonstrators' plans called for wane and the factual peace we 
to thwart more anti·governmcnt ·anti·American activities to be now have will be, by then, 
riots by students, disabled toned down while the emphasis is consolidated in progress." WASHINGTON (UPI)- The "We're on tbe way now and 
veterans and opposition placed on Thieu. "It is also possible that the Space Agency launched a th' · 1 k' d.. 'd 
l•t• • p "d t N v p · ts '11 h t t every mg 1s oo mg goo , sa1 po 1 !Clans. rest en guyen an eace communiS W1 ave 0 accep a four-stage scout rocket laden with the NASA spokesman, Joseph 
Thieu, meanwhile, delivered a In his 50·minute speech peaceful settlement through bq~.1·um g~s Monday nt".,-ht 1·n on 1\6 R b t • t f d). · 1 'M t' · h h 1' u u .. w •••• c o cr ~. mmu cs a tor the bar me, anti-communist speech ent1t ed ' y attitude toward nego 1at10ns w en t ey rea 1ze effort to create a glowing cloud launch. 
to the nation on government radio peace," Thieu said "During the that they cannot conquer the visible throughout the western "If things go well, the barium 
calling for a push to final victory. past four years, I have always south by armed rebellion or hemt'sphere 1·n clear weather. h ld" l't 1 bl . 
"Th 1 t " t · t k f r T t · t " "d Th' s ou •Orm a 1 t e ot 111 the sky e on y guaran ee .or our s r1ven o wor or recovery o m1 1 ary VIC ory, sa1 IE:U. A spokesman for .the National b t 1 t f future freedom is to deal the peace through military victory." "Then we are ready to end the Aeronautt'cs and Space ba .ohut tequta Io 0 1?1° 
0 the 
· t •t• d '" t " h "C · t t · b t' t' " ng es s ars. t WI 1 expand commums sa pos1 1ve e1ea, e ommums sane uanes were war Y nego 1a tons. Adml·nl'stratJ"on sal'd lt'ft·off · kl · 
'd "Th th b 1 t h 1 d • D V M' h qu1c Y and at 1ts greatest size it 
sal . e nor e ongs o t e c eane up, communiSt troops uong an m c~~urrcd at 7:31 p.m. EDT at could be as much as two or three 
communists. But the south South Vietnamese newspapers NASA's facility in Wallops Island, times as big as a full moon." 
belongs to us, to freedom, to Defendant]olltVTes.,_;fies said Gen. Duong Van (Big) Minh, Va., and that the barl·um would be M R b democracy." J u who quit the presidential race c o erts said the cloud's 
It was the second of three As Strike Trial Continues protesting it was rigged by Thieu, ejected later at an altitude of milky·white glow would lose its 
"fi 'd h " · Tt t B ddh' t 1 d Th' h Tr" about 20,000 miles if all goes brilliance gradually as the gas Jresl e c ats which are part of (Continued "rom page 1) nu 1 an u IS ea er IC 1 well. The aim of the experiment is d fi 1 Thieu's one·man campaign for 1' Quang and others bad scheduled a d sprea s out, ma ly disappearing 
re-election Oct. 3. Court Judge Frank Zinn. meeting Tuesday with leaders of to stu Y the behavior of the cloud after about 15 or 20 minutes. 
Occupied Zinn reviewed standard theVietnameseKuomintang. to help measure both magnetic The experiment was planned 
Until the election is over, operating procedure 7 which is a The Kuomintang once was a and electrical fields in space. The almost directly over Central 
government officials said the Minh supplemental publication that powerful reform party. Thieu's joint U.S. • German project America so that the cloud could 
Mang student housing complex in follows up on the legal aspects of opponents apparently want the originally was planned for last be observed and photographed 
the heart of Saigon would be the Army training program. Kuomintang to support them. April, but bad weather forced from scientific sites in both North occupi~~oo~d-~~ ~~min~~~k~G._~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~re~p~e~a~t~e~d~d~e~la~y~s~-=======~·~an~d~S~o~u~ili~A~m~e~ri~c~a·~====~ police. Dressman, Garry E. Klein, William t' 
A convoy of trucks and jeeps M. Swartwood, Steven C. 
carrying 300 of the police rolled Sullivan, Steven M. Part and 
into the complex at dusk Monday. Forrest S. Rutherford. 
The heavily • armed police, hey had originally asked for 
wearing full battle gear, met no $650,000 in damages, but later 
resistance from the 1000 students amended the complaint down to 
from Saigon and Buddhist Van $260,000. 
Hanh universities who live in the Defendants are Jolly, Doane, 
complex. Lt. Col. Thomas Taylor Jr., Capt. 
Government officials said the Felix Torres Jr. and Lt. Dobbie W. 
occupation is designed to avert _P_o_ls_o_n_. __________ _ 
possible new riots like one on 
Saturday in which a dozen people 
were wounded and six vehicles 
burned. 
400 Arrests 
After the rio.t, police brought in 
400 students for questioning. 
Many were later released. The 
dragnet also caught large 
quantities of explosives including 
458 half·pound sticks of 
dynamite, five hand grenades, 38 
blasting caps and 150 rounds of 
small arms ammunition. 
Seizure of the explosives and 
the mass arrests were 
accompanied by reports that 
veterans, students and opposition 
politicians were coordinating 
Tuesday, September 21, 1971 
Grito de Lares 
The Latin American Forum 
Series, of the Free U will begin 
presentations with a discussion by 
Puerto Rican students concerning 
the movement for independence 
in that country. The meeting will 
be held at 7 p.m. in the Newman 
Center classroom Scot. 23. 
Discussion will be in both.English 
and Spanish. 
Women's Center 
"Introduction to Women's Lib" 
is the topic for a meeting at the 
Women's Coordinating Center at 
8:30 p.m. Sept. 23 in Union room 
250 C-D-E. 
The U.N.M. 
THUNDERBIRD 
Art & Literary Magazine 
Needs Art, Poetry, & Fiction 
by Sept. 22 
for our first issue. 
Contributions should be turned in at 
Room 205, Journalism 
(also, those applying for staff editors. 
may fill out forms) 
.. 
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Stennis Appeals for Draft Bill 
New Volunteers 'Sub-par' 'War-Like Acts' Cause Payment Balance Crisis II 
WASHINGTON ( UPI)-Sen. and ex tend them through 
mid-1973. 
Radio and Television Service that 
he doubts that the draft can end 
by mid-197 3. 
• • 
John C. Stennis (D-Miss.) said 
Monday few volunteers who have 
joined tl1e armed forces since the 
draft expired are worth their 
keep, 
Stennis told the Senate that 50 
per cent of the enlistees since July 
1· w~Jre drawn from "the lowest 
possible category" of qualification 
and many had not advanc~Jd 
beyond the fourth grade. 
"You don't get many men out 
of there that are worth half their 
keep," he said. 
T4e draft expired June 30 and 
a bill awaiting final passage by the 
Senate would renew inductions 
Now You Know 
By United Press International 
The coin magazine 
"Numismatist" says coins struck 
during Cleopatra's reign in 50 to 
30 B.C. indicate the Egyptian 
queen was "ugly as a toad." 
CINCINNATI (UPI)- A truck 
driver thought he saw a body 
Wednesday, wrapped in a blanket, 
lying beside the pavement on 
Reading Road near the entrance 
to Interstate 75. He notified 
police. 
Officers found that the "body" 
seen bY the truck driver was two 
hitchhikers, wrapped in their 
blankets and sound asleep. 
Appeal 
St11nnis is manager of the draft 
bill and made the statement about 
sub-par volunteers in aPpenling to 
his colleagues to support Tuesday 
his motion to stop a filibuster 
against the bill. Stennis and other 
supporters of the bill contend that 
the armed forces will be in a 
serious manpower bind soon if the 
draft is not resumed, 
Sen, Mike Gravel (D·Alaska) a 
leader of the antidraft forces, said 
he would filibuster the bill until 
two-thirds of his colleagues forced 
him. to stop by imposing cloture. 
Confident 
On the first cloture attempt 
Tuesday, the vote could be close, 
Stennis and draft supporters were 
confident they co1.!Id fo~Ge an end 
to the debate, if not on the first 
try, then on succeeding attempts 
later in the week. 
Gravel charged that no case had 
been made that resumption of the 
draft was necessary for the 
national security. He described 
conscription as an evil erosion of 
personal freedom. 
Meanwhile, Lt. Gen. George I. 
Forsythe, in charge of programs 
to raise the army's all-volunteer 
force, said in a worldwide address 
carried by the American Forces 
Censor 
Some Pentagon officials wanted 
to censor his remarks as a 
violation of Defense Department 
policy, but they were permitted 
to remain by Daniel z. Henkin, 
assistant defense secretary for 
public affairs, 
Forsythll said th!l Army would 
do all it could to meet the 1973 
targllt date, but that he did not 
believe there would be enough 
time to mak!l the switch. 
Although the bill contains a 
$2.4 bilUon pay raise to spur a 
vol1.mteer army, Stennis, chairman 
of the Senate Armed Services 
Committ!le, expressed doubt 
wheth!lr the draft could be 
eliminated entirely in the near 
future. 
Navy, Air Ji'orce 
He said more than 40 per cent 
of Navy and Air Force personnel 
are composed of enlistees who 
joined because they otherwise 
would have been inducted into 
the Army. 
Stennis contended that the 
figures on enlistments in the 
draftless months of July and 
August bor!l out his contention 
that highly qualified men would 
not join of their own fre!l will. 
PANAMA CITY (UPI)- Chile 
said Monday the U.S. Government 
is solely responsible for the 
American balance of payments 
crisis )Jecause its own "war-like 
acts" had caused it. 
The statement by the 
representative of Mar:~>ist 
:Pr!lsident Salvador Allende's 
gover ,1ment was made during 
debate on an Interamer~can 
Economic and Social Council 
(CIES) resolution demanding an 
immediate end of the U.S. 10 per 
cent surcharge on imports, 
The resolution was ;~pproved by 
all 22 Latin American member 
nations at the closing session of 
the annual CIES conference. 'l'be 
United St;ttes abstained. 
Own Fault 
"The balance of payments crisis 
facing the United States is 
exclusively the responsibility of 
the U.S, Government and not the 
responsibility of L11tin America or 
the third world," said Chile's chief 
delegate, Hugo Cubillos, during 
final debate on the resolution. 
''The wnr·like acts of the 
United States have caused the 
balance of payments problem," he 
said. "How many governments in 
international forums have asked 
the United States to reduce 
military spending? But the scale is 
Monterey County Calif. S.P.C.A. 
There is no such thing as 
A TENDER TRAP 
Page4 
Consider the raccoon - one of the earth's friendliest, 
most lovable creatures. He is part of 1he woodland lore 
and wonder of nature. Favorite children's stories endow 
him with almost human qualities along with the otter, 
the fox, the beaver, the muskrat and other forest 
dwellers. · 
Trapping animals like the raccoon is neither a friendly 
nor lovable occupation. Forty million leg-hold traps are 
set out continuously in the United States and Canada 
alone. The cruel, jagged-toothed traps can crunch an 
animal's leg, leaving him to bleed, suffer and starve for 
days before the trapper comes to deal the final death 
blow. The animals are so agonized that they often chew 
Off their own feet. 
It takes fofty raccoons to make one coat for a human. 
Yet hundreds of defenseless animals may die pefore 
those forty pelts are collected. The traps snap at any-
thing - turtles, eagles, groundhOgs, porcupines, dogs 
and cats. A trap doesn't have any feeling about that ... 
and neither does a trapper. 
You, too, can help in ths crusade to stop the vicious 
killing of animals that Keep our environment alive and 
give joy to our children. You can refuse to wear the sKins 
of animals for prestige or pleasure. You can speak out 
against these ungodly trapping praclices in the name of 
the animals that still survive. And you can make a TAX 
DEDUCTIBLE CONTRIBUTION to Friends of Animals 
which is doing something constructive about this wan-
ton destruction. DO IT NOW and feel better immediately 
- in the knowledge that you are helping to preserve our 
natural wildlife heritage - for your children and their 
children. 
r--------~---------------, I Miss Allee Herrington, President, l'rlends of Animal;, Inc. 
I 11 West 601h Street; New York, N.Y.10023 
I 
I 
I 
! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I am glad to enclose S~ -~--- • (payabl$ to FoA and 
hilly tall deductible) to help slop the murder Of wildlife, 
Please add my name to your mailing list. 
Please Print 
Name 
Number and Street 
City Sfitte Zip 
L~~-----------------~----~ 
continu!ld all over the world. 'l'his 
is the true reason for the crisis." 
Condemned 
'l'he surcharge, one of the steps 
taken by thll Nixon 
Administration in its economic 
recovery program announced Aug. 
15, was a principal topic at the 
CIES meeting. It was condemned 
by all Latin American 
governments. 
Argentina proposed that the 
United States make compensation 
for any damage caus!ld by its 
trade barriers to the economies of 
develo{ling nations. Neither that 
proposal nor another, calling for a 
10-year moratorillm on the service 
charge of Latin America's foreign 
debt to the United States, was 
included in th!l final resolution. 
Foreign Aid 
During thlil conference, 
President Nixon announced that 
Latin American nations would be 
exempt from the 10 per cent 
reduction in U.S. foreign aid 
programs. That reduction was 
:mother part of the new economic 
policy he announced in August. 
The United States delegation 
chi!lf, Daniel Szabo, had said 
during the conference that the 
surcharge was non-negotiable. 
Adamant 
"My delegation obviously 
cannot associate itself with the 
demand for its lifting," he said 
after the final session. "We have 
made clear f:rom the beginning of 
this meeting that the surcharge 
has necessarily been applied in a 
non-discriminatory manner, that 
it is temporary and that it will be 
removed as soon as the conditions 
that led to its imposition have 
been satisfactorily adjusted." 
Szabo, a deputy assistant 
secretary of ~tll.t.~ for 
InterAmerican Affairs, said the 
new U.S. economic program 
would not only strengthen the 
U.S. economy but would 
"stimulate adjustments in world 
trade ... and assure the continued 
expansion of the world 
economy." 
Chicanos 
The local chapter of the 
National Chicano Health 
Organization will meet Sept. 21 at 
7:30p.m. at 1815 Roma N.E. All 
Chicanos int!lr!lsted in health care 
in their communities are invited 
to attend. 
Mountaineering 
A slide show of rafting on the 
Colorado River will be shown at a 
meeting of the Mountaineering 
Club Sept. 21 at 1 :30 p.m. in 
Union, room 250-D. 
Latin American Studies 
Undergraduates and graduate 
students majoring in Latin 
American Studies will elect 
representatives to university 
committees and plan activities for 
the year during a meeting in 
Union room 231-E Sept. 22 at 
12:30 p.m. 
Ql)uartrr.a 
Package Liquor 
SCHLITZ 
3.84 case .96 6-pk 
TEQUILA 
4.39 qt. 
905 Yale SE 
New Mexico Lobo 
Vol. 75 No. 17 
Box 20, University P.O., t1NM1 
Albuquerque, N.M., 8'1106 
Editorial Phone (505) 277-
4102,277-4202 
'the New :Mexico Lobo Is IJUbllabed 
dally every regula~ week of the Uni-
versity Yeat by the BO<U"d of Student 
Publications of the Asso<>iated Students 
ot the Univel'lllty of New .Mmtlco, and is 
not llnanclrtlly lll!Soclated with UNM, 
Second. class .l>D!!tage paid at Albuquer• 
que, New Mexico, 8710S. Suboc:lptlon 
rata is $7 !or the acado!Mic yea~. 
The ol>lni<>ns expl"essed on the edl· 
lorlal pages of The Lobo are those of 
the autho~ golely, Unsigned <>pinion Is 
that bf the editorial board of The Lobo. 
Nothing nec/!!!Sarlly repr..,ents the vlem 
of the Aorooiated Students or th~ Urli· 
Versity of New :Mexico. 
NEW MEXICO LOBO 
• 
Berrigan's Defense Attorney 
To Lecture on 'Conscience' 
William Stringfellow 
The man allegedly harbored Father Daniel Berrigan in 
his flight from the police will speak at UNM Sept. 23 at 8 
p.m. in Anthropology 101. 
William Stringfellow, author, social critic, attorney and 
theologian, will lecture on "The State and the Reality of 
Conscience." 
Stringfellow's pioneering work as a white lawyer in the 
black ghetto more than a decade before the 1'war on 
poverty" is the author of "My People Is the Enemy." 
Charges connecting Stringfellow with war"protesting 
priest Father Berrigan were dropped. Stringfellow is one of 
the defense attorneys in the case. 
Council to the late Bishop James Pike during his heresy 
trial, Stringfellow wrote "The Bishop Pike Story" along 
with Anthony Towne. 
A Guggenheim Fellow and the recipient of several 
honorary degrees, Stringfellow is a graduate of Harvru:d 
Law School and Bates College. He was a graduate scholar 
at the London School of Economics. 
Public Service Jobs Created 
By Federal Emergency Funds 
WASHINGTON (UPI)- The 
La!-. Jr Department allocated $200 
million in additional federal 
emergency unemployment funds 
Monday to help create public 
service. jobs in such fields as 
education, health, law 
enforcement and pollution 
control. It will go to help 
"pockets of high unemploy· 
rnent"- areas that have had a 
minimum six per CE!nt jobless rate 
for at least three consecutive 
months. 
Rules 
To receive funds, local 
govllrnments institutions "have 
to satisfy us that they have firm 
plans for setting up worthwhile 
jobs," a Labor Department 
spokesman said. "It's not a blank 
check." 
Entire cities and counties with 
over six per cent unemployment 
have some latitude in deciding 
how to sp!lnd the bonus money, 
the department said. 
But areas with a lower jobless 
rate, such as New York City 
which has about five per cent 
unemployed, must spend the 
money in "pockets of high 
unemployment" specified by the 
secretary of labor. 
Other Funds 
Earli!lr, $600 million was 
allocated to be spent in areas or 
neighborhoods specified by the 
secretary of labor. 
The $200 million was divided 
under a formula that included the 
number of unemployed plus a 
"severity factor." In addition, 
another $50 million was given to 
Lab or Secretary James D. 
Hodgson for use in other high 
unemployment areas. 
Hodgson said 27,000 jobs 
opened in response to the first 
portion of money and 6000 new 
employes were on the public 
payroll. 
"We are seeking to act with the 
same speed in putting into use the 
money set aside for those 
communities more severely hit by 
unemployment," Hodgson said. 
"The President's prime concern 
and our main .focus in this 
program is to enable local 
governments to create jobs fot 
those out of work." 
STUDENT NATIONAL EDUCATION 
ASSOCIATION OF NEW MEXICO 
'The Student National Education Association is now 
registering new members. SNEA is an action group 
geared to involve its members in activities ·outside the 
classrooms, on the campus, in organizations, through the 
full fabric of life. 
Phone: 277-2443 Location: College of Ed. 
Office hours: M&W g:30·4:oo p.m. 
'T&'Th 10:30-2:30 p.m. 
Across from 
Room u2 
'l'uesday, s~ptember 21,1971 
. ' 
Lear 'Poorly Acted Throughout' 
'Better When Read thanPetformed' 
One poor soul in the audience 
of the Classics Theater's 
production of King Lear said that 
he had heard that any play, no 
matter the quality of the 
performance, as better played 
than_ read. In the case of this 
performance one can't help but 
think that was an intermission 
gambit to give himself a reason to 
stay for the second half. 
The Classic's Theater 
production, in Popejoy Hall Sept. 
16-19, was poorly acted 
throughout, ;~nd the weakness of 
the major characters doomed the 
entire performance. 
The entire production was 
played at one near hysteric, 
unsubtle pitch that precluded any 
real character development. For 
e:1rample, the blustering of the 
Duke of Albany in no way 
prep11red the audience for his 
cruel act of blinding Gloucester 
with his bare hands. One of Lear's 
two conniving daughters, Regan, 
was never given ertough steel will 
tQ be capable of throwing her 
father, bag and baggage, out into 
the cold. 
And the crowning sadness, Bill 
Carstens' Lear was allowed to play 
that character's raging madness as 
a laryngital croak. 
The fault in a case like this 
would seem not 'to be so much 
that of the actors, all veterans of 
Rodey Theater, Old Town Studio 
and the like, but of director John 
Gardner. He seemed unable to see 
the lack of subtlety in the 
development of the characters. 
Would that somebody had given 
him some strong criticism before 
the show opened. 
Although the performance 
overall was poor, a few· charact!lrs 
were played well. Among them 
the King's Fool, by Nigel Hey, 
Lear's faithful daughter Cordelia, 
by Rebecca Marlowe and 
Gloucester'& sons, Edgar and 
Edmund, played by Richard 
Carlson and Pat Hanemann, 
respectively. 
Casey Church 
Preliminary Investigation 
No Charges In Marine Deaths 
PARRIS ISLAND, S.C. (UPI) -
A preliminary investigation into 
the weekend deaths of three 
young t!lcruits at this con::tal 
Marine training base Monday 
indicated that no charges will be 
placed against the -drill instructors 
invol.ved in the appar!lntly 
unrelated accidents. 
A marine spokesman said the 
results of an investigation "shows 
no indication of deviation from 
the routine training program for 
all r(lcruits and there are no 
charges pending against the drJll 
instructors involved in the training 
of the three recruits." 
Examinations 
The spokesman said further 
medical examinations are 
underway to learn more about the 
exact causes of the deaths, which 
occurred Saturday and Sunday at 
nearby .Beaufort Naval Hospital 
and a hospital in Charlestons. 
Pvt. Richard S. Hershman, 18, 
of New Haven, Conn. died Sunday 
in a Charleston hospital of a 
hemorrhage. The spokesman said 
he had been hospitalized Sept. 13 
after collapsing while taking part 
in "regularly scheduled physical 
training." 
Pvt. Frankie C. Vickers, 19, of 
Greenville, Fla. died Sunday as 
the result of a brain contusion 
resulting from a fall during a 
physical training program. Vickers 
was newly arrived at the base and 
had not yet started regular basic 
training. 
Pneumonia 
P.•t. Warren H. John, 23, of 
Baltimor!l, Md., dropped out of a 
two and a half mile run on Friday. 
He was taken to the dispensary 
:md later admitted to the holipiLai 
where h!l died from apparent viral 
pneumonia. 
John was one of 39 recruits at 
the training depot hospitalized 
July 3 with renal tract ailments 
after a period of prolonged 
physical exercise. The recruits 
wer!l released from the hospital 
five weeks later and resumed a 
lightened training period. 
A Marine 'drill instructor was 
relieved of all recruit training 
activities and fined $100 after the 
July incidllnt, Two other 
instructors were found innocent 
of any deviation from regulation 
training programs. 
Unrelated 
The Marine spokesman said 
~-; 
cJ, ); 
there was no apparent connection 
between John's death and his July 
hospitalization. The spokesman 
~aid aH three incidents were 
unr!llated and involve men from 
different training units; 
"An investigation is continuing 
and the indications are there will 
be no charges placed against the 
three drill instructors involved," 
the spokesman noted. 
1'utor 
The UNM tutoring project 
needs graduate and undergraduate 
students to tutor elementary, 
junior high, high school and UNM 
students. If you are interest!ld, 
call or see Eva Rosenblatt at the 
Tutoring Project office, room 251 
in the Union, phone number 
277-4816. Office hours are 11:30 
to 2:30. 
Gale invites you 
over for the finest 
broiled hambu--
266-0550 ~:00 a.m.-midnight Across from Johnson Gym 
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Wo1fpack Prepares for Iowa State Following Triumph 
By ROGER RUVOLO 
Improvement is the key word in 
the camp of UNM football Coach 
Rudy Feldman as the Lobos move 
into their Saturday night showdown 
with Iowa State at University 
Stadium. 
Feldman said at a luncheon 
yesterday he was generally pleased 
with the effort of the Lobo players 
in their 13-10 win over favored 
Texas Tech last Saturday in 
Lubbock. But, he added, "We made 
FELDMAN-
"If you don't 
fumble or 
throw the ball 
away you have 
a good chance 
of winning." 
Fumble 
Feldman Singles Out Key Plays in Opening Victory 
several mistakes in broken 
assignments and technique." 
Recovery 
The Lobos capitalized on Rob 
Winter's recovery of a Tech fumble 
at the Lobo 16 late in the game 
when punter Bruce Boone soared a 
71-yard kick deep into Raider 
territory, and the Techsans failed to 
move the ball. Tech punter Johnny 
Odom watched his kick go off the 
side of his :foot and roll dead at the 
Texas Tech- 44 to set up Joe 
Rob Winter's fourth quarter 
fumble recovery enabled the 
Lobos to set up Joe Hartshorne 
for the game witming field goal 
with nine seconds left in game. 
Hartshorne's last second game- Iowa State, said Hardy, runs a 
winning field goal. "A kicker needs pro-set, and they "like to throw to 
to plant his other foot before he their flankers." He added that 
kiclts," said Feldman in praising Amundson throws occasionally from 
Hartshorne. He added that because his tailback slot. '"!'hey play hard 
of the slippery field (rain and cold football," Hardy saic;i of the 
weather, as well as wind, plagued the Cyclones. 
game throughout) it was difficult to Feldman, in saying that the team 
get good footing. "Joe came through needed work in all areas o:f the game, 
for us in the clutch," Feldman said. was more optimistic about the 
Junior halfback Fred Henry mistakes and broken assignments 
picked up 145 yards in 20 carries committed by the Lobos Saturday 
and earned the nomination for night. "Now we have something to 
Player of the Week on offense, while show them, whereas before we didn't 
Winter, left side defensive tackle, was have anything." Feldman added that 
nominated for Defensive Player of "in the first game you're going to 
the Week. Winter had six unassisted make a lot of mistakes." 
tackles and several assists. Feldman added that effo:tt 
Iowa State overcame a lot of the danger of 
Iowa State was the 24-7 victor making mistakes in the game. "We 
over Idaho last week, and beat the wanted to beat them," he said. But, 
Lobos in their season opener last in preparing for Iowa State, he 
year 32-3. In the Idaho game, which added, ''we have to improve in ~ 
assistant Lobo coach Jerry Hardy areas." 
~outed, Iowa State held Idaho's The Difference 
offensive unit to but five total yards He said that as each game goes 
rushing. Iowa State quarterback along the Lobos will improve in their 
Dean Carlson, who alternated with play. He was pleased that the Lobos 
now tailback George Amundson for did not turn the ball over by either 
the field general slot last year, fumble or interception. "That in 
attempted 32 passes, completing 14. itself," Feldman said, "is the 
"I charted 99 offensive snaps," difference in the game. If you don't 
Hardy commented. "They controlled fumble .or throw any interceptions, 
the ball most of the game." you have a good chance of winning," 
Feldman said lowa State "could The Lobos suffered a setback in 
well be the biggest physical team that starting left linebacker Paul 
we'll play this year. They have Sitkowski underwent knee surgery 
excellent speed, and we can expect Sunday and may be lost for the 
to see much more passing this season. However, Feldman said he 
Saturday." Feldman was worried would try Harry Price, a former 
earlier abouL Lhe defensive secondary defensive end for the Lobos, at the 
of .the Lobos, mainly because of spot this week. Sitkowski's backup, 
their inexperience. But the starting Cliff Archer, is also injured with 
foursome of Don Dungan, Bob back trouble. Sophomore Steve 
Gaines, Dan Spriggs, and sophomore Bradshaw played most of the Texas 
Steve Ernst were said by Feldman to Tech game, and Feldman was 
have done "generally a fine job." satisfied with his performance. 
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Need Women To Sign Up; 
F em I ntramurals To Begin 
Women who enjoy sports, 
women who want to loose a few 
pounds, or women who just want 
to have fun are invited to -take 
part in the '71·72 Women 
Intramural Program. 
Interested women can sign·up 
in room 8 of Carlisle Gym during 
the following dates: Volleyball, 
Bowling, atld Pool- Oct. 4, 5, 6; 
Badminton (singles and doubles) 
and trampoline (recreation)-
Oct. 25, 26, 21; Basketball- .Jan. 
24, 25, 26; Exercise (recreation), 
Trampoline (recreation), and 
RazorJs Edge 
Sebring 
Proftssional 
Hair D for Men 
. '7~ 
Expert Hair Design 
No Nets~ Gels, Laquer 
Sprays, Heat, or Other 
Sissy Put Ons 
For Men or Women 
by Appointment only 
255-0166 
Badminton- Feb. 28, 29; 
Softball and Tennis- Aprll 10, 
11, 12. 
For the tournament dates 
scheduled in these activities and 
any other information concerning 
the program, women should 
contact Miss Beverly Bond in 
room 8 or call 2441. 
Jockey Wedding 
CANANDAIGUA, N.Y. 
(UPI) - Jockey Artie Freyer and 
Terry Rucinsky were married in 
the Rose Garden Paddock at 
Finger Lakes Race Track 
Wednesday before a crowd of 
5,600 on band for the social event 
and the day's card of 
thoroughbred action. 
Frankie Laine skipped "Oh 
Promise Me," and burst into his 
first hit, "That's My Desire," as 
the 15-minute ceremony ended. 
The btide wore a flowing white 
Chantilly lace gown. Her 
attendants, all wives of Freyer's 
fellow jockeys, were dressed in 
lavender pants suits. The groom 
and attendants, also jockeys, wore 
Edwardian tuxedos . 
The Freyers had to climb a 
12·foot ladder to cut into the 
750•pound wedding cake and the 
crowd cheered as Ms. Freyer gave 
her husband an extra large slice of 
the cake. 
Freyer met his bride at Finger 
Lakes when she was working at a 
concession stand and he, despite 
his five•foot height and slight 
build, ate four hotdogs in 10 
minutes. 
5504 Central Ave S.E. (1 B1k. Enstof San Mateo) 
---· 
The former Miss Rucinsky said 
latc::r that "anyone who could eat 
_, like that must be OK." 
Bhodd:a's 
·~ Sandwich Shop 
• 
Over 30 
Different 
SandWiches 
Mon•SaL 
11 n.m.-3 a.m. 
Sun 
11 a.m.-1 a.m. 
1600 Ccntrlll SE 
842·6736 
Chinese Attend Freedom Schools 
Manned By Volunteers Opposed To Integrated Busing 
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) .,~ 
Hundreds of Chinatown 
youngsters began attending classes 
Monday at four "freedom 
schools" manned by volunteers 
opposed to the busing of 
elementary students out of their 
neighborhood, 
Organizers estimated about 
1000 first through sixth graders 
were in class during double 
sessions held at four Chinese 
Cultural School buildings. 
The Chinatown schools opened 
as San Francisco's 97 public 
elementary schools began a 
second week of court·ordered 
integration in which 26,000 of 
47,000 students are being bused. 
Boycott 
Parents throughout the city 
continued to have their 
kindergarten through sixth graders 
boycott classes to protes~ the 
desegregation ptogram, but 
district officials indicate$1-
absentecism was still declining. 
School officials said that with a 
third of the elementary schools 
reporting, about 72.5 per cent of 
students were in class Monday. 
This compared with 69.2 per cent 
Friday and 59.8 per cent last 
Monday - the first day of school. 
Organiz()rs of the Chinatown 
alternat~ve schools said they had 
enrolled 1000 children and had a 
waiting list of more than 1000 
pupils. About 5500 Chinese· 
American students were enrolled 
in public schools from the district 
last year. Boycotting of buses 
from the area has been virtually 
complete, but parents of some 
children assigned to Chinatown 
neighborhood schools were 
sending them to class. 
Housewives 
At Nam Kue School, where 
Chinese- American youngsters 
have attended cultural classes 
after regular school hours Cor 
years, first and second graders 
worked under the direction of 
housewives and former teachers as 
Veterans 
Sen. Fred Harris (D•Okla.) will 
meet with veterans at 9:15 a.m. 
Sept. 22 in the reception room of 
the Veterans Administration 
Hospital. He will discuss veterans' 
problems. He will also answer all 
questions from students when bis 
plane arrives at the Sunport. 
Media Week 
Persoll$ interested in helping 
with "The Experiment in Media" 
week contact Tom Hogg at 
277-4706. 
VAN'S 
PLACE 
POOL - SNOOKER 
106 Cornell 
268-2300 
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WITHOUT DATES 
HALF-PRICE 
I free 8 track tape with 
purchase of $6.00 coupon. 
Good for 10 hours of 
play at 60¢ per hr. 
Tuesday, September 21,1971 
tho alternative 11chools opened. 
In ono class, 34 Chineso • 
American youngsters recited 
aloud from a first grade reader 
after teacher Sally Lau, a 
housewife, read the words to 
them. Across the hall, 35 
Chinese • Americans childrQn and 
one caucasian child who lives in 
Chinatown wrote th() alphabet 
and drew crayon pictures on the 
back of computer readout sheets. 
Equipment 
Since the $Chools were being 
held in buildings already used for 
classes, they were equipped with 
desks and blackboards. · 'I'he 
parents group and (11-tinatown 
business community provided 
supplies and staff. 
"Things are going very 
smoothly," said a mother acting 
as a teacher's aid in one first grade 
:.:oom. 
The schools, which are seeking 
fitate approval, provide two and 
.one·half hours of classes for 
separate groups in the morning 
and afternoon - a half hour less 
than the state requirement. Ms. 
Bertha Chan, a co-chairman of 
Chinatown parents for quality 
education, the group sponsoring 
the schools, said all students are 
being a&ked to watch "Sesame 
Street" at home to make up the 
final 30 minutes. 
$5 Tuition 
Adam Gee, another 
co·chairman, said parents pay $5 a 
month in tuition and that the 
Chinese community is being asked 
to make donations, He said the 
sponsors eventually hope to pay 
the teacher$, whom he described 
as "qualified" but not sta.te 
certified. 
Gee, Ms. Chan and James 
Wong, the co-chairmen of the 
parents committee, said their own 
children were not attending the 
"freedom schools,'' either because 
they are now in junior high or 
because they can afford a regular 
private school and want to leave 
room for m,ore needy youngstflrll. 
&ince the cultural schools have 
no playpou nd facilities, the 
children were marched outside 
and down the sidewalks during 
recessea to equipment set up at 
the YMCA and other play areas. 
Ms. Chan said parents are being 
required to act as teachers' aids on 
a regular basis and to clean up 
after school before the regulaJ; 
classes begin at the cultural 
schools. 
'. 
'. 
$2.75 Million Bail Set 
For All'egedSmugglers 
NEW YORK (UPI)- Five 
French and Cuban nationals 
accused of importing 200 pounds 
of heroin into the United States 
were held in lieu of $2.7 5 million 
bail Monday. 
One of the defendants, Jean 
Orsini, also known as Jean Pierre 
Andre Huguengn of Marseilles, 
France, was held in $1 miilion 
ba.il. Assistant U.S. Attorney John 
M. Walker Jr. told Magistrate 
Gregory J. Potter that Orsini 
entered the United St!ltes under 
an assumed name to mastermind 
the smuggling operation and that 
Orsini had access to "vast sums of 
money" which would enable him 
to f!ee the country unless the high 
bail were set. 
Jaguar 
The five men were arrested 
Sunday. The heroin was concealed 
in a 1971 Jaguar and was 
estimated to be valued at $40 
million on the street. The seizure 
was described as the second 
largest ever made in the city by 
customs and federal narcotics 
officials. 
Also arrested were Etienne 
Gunther, 33, of Paris who was 
held in $500,000 bail; George 
Warren Perez, 48, a Cuban 
national and Luis Gomez Ortega, 
37, also a Cuban national, both 
held in $500,000 bail; and 
Raymonde Gunther, 33, of Paris, 
held in $250,000 bail. · 
Arrest 
Agents arrested Orsini in the 
Jaguar when a stalled on 
Manhattan's West Side. Orsini and 
the othElr defendants had been 
under surveillance for several 
days, according to officials. The 
car had been shipped to this 
country from France on the 
luxury liner Quetn Eli2:abeth 2 
and one federal agent said the 
heroin was 80 akillfully concealed 
that "it appeared as if they had 
put the heroin in and then built 
the car around it." 
Germany mobilized 11,000,000 
men during WWI. 
Stalin wrote the Constitution 
of the USSR in 1926. 
The Berlin wall was completed 
on Aug. 18, 1961. 
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Review 
"TAKE HEART"- Mimi 
Farina and Tom Jans (A & M/SP 
4310). 
It's good to hear from Mimi 
again - the lack of releases from 
her made it seem as though 
Richard Fadna's death meant the 
end of Mimi's musical career. 
11
'l'ake Heart" features Mimi's 
new p·artner Tom Jans. Jans sings 
well, plays a good guitar, and 
writes decent songs. But he does 
n'O t strike me as being more 
talented than lots of songwriter • 
guitarist -singers. 
But Tom holds his end up 
better than the accompanying 
musiciaps on "Take Heart", 
Rather, the musicians do hold 
their end up, but that's about all. 
Though there are no glaring false 
notes or missed beats, the band's 
playing is remarkably 
undistinguished. There seems to 
have been such an effort made to 
keep it tasteful that it ended up 
slightly bland. The backup lacks 
authority and bite. (The 
accompaniment works against the 
singing particularly in "In the 
Quiet Morning,» a. song for and 
about Janis Joplin.) 
CLASSIFIED 
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word mini· 
mum ($1.40) per time run. If ad is to 
run five or more consecutive days with 
no changes the rate is reduced to 5c 
per ward and the minimum number of 
words to 10. 
So Mimi is the star of the show. 
Most of the songs are by her alone 
(Jans collaborates on three) and 
thl!y're excellent, Mimi has a great 
talent for capturing people in a 
few lines - as in "Charlotte," a 
song which is at once a portrait of 
a person and a neat description of 
family life. Mimi can accomplish 
in three verses what other writers 
labor through pages to do, 
The band, Tom, and Mimi do 
work well together in Buck 
Owens' "The Great White Horse" 
and Mimi's "Letter to Jesus," a 
song in which country and 
western music and surrealism are 
blended in a manner reminiscent 
of Richard Farina: "Last t\me I 
wrote a letter to Jesus l You 
know that he refused I Well 
waiting in line is not my style I 
, . , Perhaps · they've spelt my 
name wrong in the great big file." 
There is also a fine instrumental 
by Tom and. Mimi: <~After the 
Sugar Harvest." 
Though it has some faults, this 
is far from an unpleasant record 
to listen to, Nor does its appeal 
fade after repeated playing, 
Peter Katel 
ADVERTISING 
WHERE: Journalism Building-. Room 
206, afternoons preferahly ol' m111i1. 
Classified Advertising" 
UNM P.O. Box 20 
Albuc,tuerque, N.M. 87106 
Australia Holds 2-China Policy 
U.N. Voting Indicates Opposition toNationalistChina 
UNlTED NATIONS (UPI) ~ 
Australia became the first major 
nation Monday to join the UuiLed 
States' two-China policy that 
could bring a turning point in 
U.N . .history, The test will come 
later in the general assembly 
session opening Tuesday. 
On the ev~ of the session, U.S. 
Ambassador George Bush sought 
out delegation heads in personal 
tB.lks, seeking to increase the 
co-sponsorship of two assembly 
resolutions dftsigned to seat 
Communist China and give it a 
security council place with a veto 
while saving Nationalist China's 
U.N. memb~rship at the same 
time, 
Looks Bad 
Indications were that the voting 
trend-with many countries still 
undecided-was running against 
Nationali!lt China. Aml)assador 
Liu Chieh said his delegation was 
prepared for any development. 
It was possible that Albania and 
other backers of the move to seat 
the Peking government might 
challenge Liu's credentials at the 
opening session. But diplomatic 
sources predicted that such a 
move would fail and the China 
issue would not come up for 
decision until mid-October. 
· Major Issue 
The China issue dominated a 
10 9-item record agenda which 
also included the election of a 
!luccessor to Secretary General 
Thant, stepping down Dec, 31 
Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko 
the following day, Rogel'S is 
scln~duled to deliver the major 
U.S. policy speech the following 
Friday. 
Thant plans a "working dinner" 
with Rogerst Gromyko, Br~tish 
Foreign Secretary Sir Alec 
Douglas-Home and French 
Foreign Minister Maurice 
Schumann as guest11 next Monday. 
· U Thant 
Their meeting with Thant is 
expected to deal with Middle East 
problems, but discussion of a 
successfor for Thant might also 
take up much of the only meeting 
of all four ministers scheduled 
during their stay here, 
A British source said it was 
"axio.matic" that Thant's 
successor must be acceptable to 
Peking. 
Election of Thant's successor 
was not up for consideration until 
after the China representation 
debate, None of a half-dozen 
after 10 yeats as top U.N. official, 
and pursuit of a solution of the 
Arab·lsraeli conflict. 
Three new members, Bhutan, 
Bahrain and Qatar, were 
scheduled for election at the 
assembly's openingJ;ession, raising 
U.N. membet:$hip to 130 
countries. 
The session, scheduled to start 
at 3 p.m. EDT Tuesday, was 
expected to last 13 wee'ks, with 
the adjournment target date set 
for Dec. 21. 
High·Level Talk 
Adam Malik, foreign minister 
of Indonesia, was scheduled to be 
e 1 e c ted to preside over a 
diplomatic gathering that on the 
eve of the opening included three 
heads of government and 50 
foreign ministers. 
Secretary of State William P. 
Rogers is expected to come he.r~ 
Thursday and confer with Soviet 
candidates for the job was given a . 
clear edge as the assembly opening 
neared, but ambassador Max 
Jakobson of Finland appeared to 
be leading the field, 
Wednesday 
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement 1 
Most diplomats expected the 
China battle to begin in the 
25 ·nation general, or steering, 
committee on Wednesday. This 
group gives preliminary 
consideration to the agenda items, 
recommends those to be debated 
and suggests whether they go 
directly to the assembly floor or 
to a subsidiary committee for 
prior discussion, 1) PERSONAlS 
HUNG UP ON DRUGS'/ Wanting to find 
more meaning in life? Come to our 
coffee and talk sessions-Fnd out how 
Jesus Christ changes lives-every Wed· 
nesday1 10:30 a.m. 107.0 Cornell SE, 9/24 
BLANK PATE BOOK? Meet that inter• 
esting someone through ArratlgE>ments 
Unlimited. 107 Girard SE or call 265· 
8379. 9/29 
FELLOWSHIP AROUND JESUS CHRIST 
8·12 p.m. every Friday and Saturday 
night-singing and sharing from 9·10 
P.M. 107·0 Corpell SE. 9/22 
2) LOST & FOUND 
l.OST, LADIES PLATINUM WRIST· 
WATCH. Round face mesh matching-
band. Reward 298-9697. 9/21 
FOUND: FRIENDLY 3·4 MONTH OLD 
KlTTE~1 near Biology Building. She ill gray witn dark stripes, white boots and 
nose, obviously used to gentle care: call 
Mark Talley, 277·2934 or 345-1457. 
3) SERVICES 
TffiED OF DOING YOUR OWN ffiON• 
ING? Call 266·1654. Reasonable mtes, 
9/28 
TUTORING-In all subjects on all levels, 
Experienced, certified or college teachers 
will tutor you in your home at convenient 
hours. CERTIFIED TUTORING SER· 
VICE. 296-8100. 9/20 
TYPING. Term Papers, etc. SOc per typed 
page, Phon 268-4434. 9/23 
PHOTOGRAP1I'Y' COURSE. Intensive in• 
d!vldualized instruction in fundlllllentals1 
or tailored to your present level ot 
nrhievement, by seriOWI I>rofesllional, 
Heavy practice In excellent darkroom, 
l.eetures, discussions, arguments, field 
trips, critiques. Limited to eight very 
serious persons. Very near UNM. Call 
265·2444. 9/24 
FINE OLD FASHIONED PORTRAIT 
PHOTOGRAPHY - Wedding, You or 
Whatever. 242·71i68, 9/22 
4) FORRENT 
TWO GENTLEMEN STU;DENTS share 
room with kitchen privelcges, Evenings 
266-0691i. 9/28 
WANTED: MATURE FEMALE roommate 
to nhnrc 8 bdrm. apt. ncar campu3. Call 
842-9610 after 4:30. 9/22 
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. 243• 
6661 ext. 231 days. After 5, 268·0023, 
9/21 
FEMALE WANTED TO SHARE lovely 2-
bdrm mobile home. Washer, ilryer, dish· 
washer, alr-cond. $50,00. 344·9495. 
5) FORSALE 
1968 HARLEY-DAVIDSON SPRINT SS, 
Rebuilt engine. JUst tuned. Excellent 
condition. $290, 266·1165. 9/28 
1971 HONDA 90. Brand new. 350 miles. 
Fulmer helmets. 266·1678. 9/24 
BEAUTIFUL PURE-BRED""" SIAMES'i 
KITTENS $10 each; 266·501>2; 243·4825, 
9/25 
DATSUN 2000: One of GOO produced for 
Class 0 competition. 277-5698, 9/25 
'IG HONDA 750cc, Lugp;ege rack, fo.Ting1 9000 mi. 296-718~. 9/25 
67 VW SEDAN-New Engine-Body rough 
CHEAP-call 877-5281 9/23 
10 KAWASAKI SGo-6,000 miles-$600.0(), 
Call 265·3880. or 87'i·6281. 9/23 
LEATHER BELLBOTTOMS AND JACK~ 
ETS by Levi'a. Lobo Men's Shop. 2120 
Central SE. 9/30 
.JIM WADE FOREIGN CAR SERVICE, 
Porsche-Audl and Volkswagen. Factoey 
trained mech. LorrtM and Ctu'llsle. 268• 
7592, 9/20 . 
SHffiTS I Floral!!, Solids, stripcs, Pd~ 
Knits. All in your size. Lobo Men's Shop, 
2120 Central SE. 243-G054. 
LONG SLEEVE KNIT SHIRTS In I!Olidl! 
and Plltterns. Lobo Men's Shop. 2120 
Central SE. 9/80 
1960 STUDEBAKER. JWit repainted, re• 
upholstered, and overhauled. $800. 3716 
Camp\111 243-0227. 9/21 
JUST RECEIVlnD a shipment ot 11171 
Singer Sewing Machines. These Ina• 
chines have never been Wled and are 
equipped w/zbr-zag, make buttonholcs, 
etc: Will be 110ld for $49 ea.:Jt, cuh . ot 
terms. United Freight Sales, 8920 San 
Mateo NE. Open 9 tU 9. tfn · 
PageS 
5) FORSALE 
USED MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS & RE· 
CORDS. Brothers Music, 1881 Central 
NW. 242-3746. 9/28 
PUPPIES-GERMAN SHEPARD & COL· 
LIE MIX. 898·3361 after 5. 9/21 
GERMAN SHEPARD puppies, Registered. 
296-8086. 
1966 VW BUS. Good motor, tires, 268-
1852. After 5 pm. 9/21 
FIVE NEW STEREO COMPONENT 
SETS. These units have AM-FM atereo 
receivers w/8 track player. Also come 
complete w/separate deluxe Garrard 
changer & four speaker system. $109.95 
e~h o~ t~!'!!l!!. Unltoo Fr~lght S1!.l~. :\1120 
San Mateo NE. Open 9 till 9. tfn, 
6) EMPLOYMENT 
NEED 2 MEN to help me in m_y bwslness 
-75,00 wk. to start. Part Time, Call 
242-0553. 9/21 
COLLEGE STUDENT: Pl'eptu'e now for 
the business world. ChOOt!le -your own 
hours. Sell established products to home 
and industry. Call 26~·2200. 9/20 
WANTED: Male to work with inner-city 
children. Hours 3-5 p.m. weekdays. Edu-
cation recreation majors preferred. Call 
YMCA 243-5631 from 3-6 p.m. and ask 
for Pete. 9/25 
ARE YOU WILLING to work bard for 
long hours and little pay? Call Ted at 
256-6650, The Free Community Paper 
-The Tribal Messenger. 9/22 
PHONE SOLICITORS WANTED-good 
pay-long hair OK. Youth Center, 1701 
Walter SE. 9/22 
AD SALESMAN NEEDED for monthly 
newspaper. Call 282·5115 anytime and 
leave mcssn~~:e. 9/20 
PAitT TIME. Freshman and Sophomores. 
Business ill good, need morn help. Apply 
in person at Der Wienerschnltzcl, 4201 
Central NE. 9/21 
7) ~fiSCELLANEOUS 
DUMP NIXON 72. Large colorful decal $1.00. box 97, College Parle, Md. 20740, 
9/22 
GIRLS-LET US BUY YOUR CONTEM· 
PORARY FASHION CLOTHES that just hang In your closet. FUNBRELLA, 
1003 San Ma~~~6:.4920. 
~ Chess Club p.m. in electrical engineeri;g, 
The Chess Club will meet room 219. 
regularly every Thursday night at _.:~=:=::======================;-
7 p.m. in the Union games area. 
Forum Series 
The UNM Department of 
Economics and the New Mexico 
Council on Economic Education 
will sponsor a series of forums on 
President Nixon's wage • price 
freeze. The first will be Sopt. 21 
at 7:30 p.m. in the Kiva and is 
open to the public. 
Engineering Seminar 
High temperature processes on 
meteorite parent bodies and the 
moon will be discussed by Gero 
Kurat, head of the mineralogical -
petrological division of the 
Natural History Museum of 
Vienna, Austria, Sept. 22 at 3:30 
I 
FUN FUN 
OKIE'S 
lOc BEER 
Every Tue. 5-6 PM 
Pizza Slices 15¢ 
Dancing Every Nite 
Central at University 
FUN FUN 
Making Love IS Great. 
Making Her Pregnant lsnt. 
Face it. "Be prepared" isn't just for Boy Scouts. If you really care 
about your life and hers, you'll take precautions to prevent an 
accidental pregnancy. By using a condom. One of today's new 
condoms •.• so highly reliable yet so exquisitely sensitive that you 
no longer have to sacrifice pleasure for safet.)'. 
warry-fret sex? Yes! 
So why run the risk of accidental pregnancy? Especially now that 
you can get famous-brand condoms privately-by mail-from Popu· 
lation Planning Associates, The 11 top brands we offer have been 
carefully selected from the more than 100 available today. All are 
electronically tested and meet rigorous FDA standards. 
Choose from the FetherUte from England, thinnest and most ex-
citing to use, with "Sensitol" lubrication for extra enjoyment. Or the 
NuForm, also from England, pre-shaped for a unique new sensation. 
Or the famous Trojan. Or the well·lmown and popular Sultan. And 
many more. Fast Delivery-Money-Back cuarante1 
Discover our faat, low-cost service by sending just $5 for a deluxe 
sampler pack oilS assorted condoms-3 each of 6 different brands, 
including the F.atherlite and the NuForm-plus an illustrated bro-
chure describinn our complete selection. Or send just $1 and get 
3 English brands: 2 Fetherlites and 1 NuForm, plus the brochure, 
All orders are filled the same day received and sent in a plain pack-
1- !!:_M~~!_a~.~n~~l!!.h~_!i~~~!_O!: ______ J 
I CC·51 
I Population PlaaninK Associates 1 105 Hartl! Collllllbla name (please Pflntl 1 Chap•l Hill, N.C. 27514 I 
1 Please rush me in plain package: address I I D Deluxe sampler pack of 18 as- 1 
sOrted condoms plus brochure, $5. 1 
I D 2 Fetherlltes, l NuForm, plus city state I 
1 Dfochure, $1. C 16 7 1 I enclose payment lrt full. If 110t zip . • I 
I dell:~~hted, I may return unused 0 Please send free Illustrated brochure 1 ~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
I CILA§§XlFXED ADVER,.fl§ING 
University P.O. BOx 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106 
RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words) 
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times 
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words .5 times) 
TERMS: Payment must be tnade in full prior to insertion of advertisernent 
CLASSIFICATIONS: 
1. Personals 
5. For Sale 
2. lost & Found 
6. Employment 
3 Services 4. For Rent 
7. Miscellaneous 
INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT ---TIMES STARTING---
Want Ads say it 
in a Big Way!! 
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